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Letters to the Editor
The article by Professor Steven Sanders "Two Cheers for Pornography" elicited a numberofletters from our readers. Some letters, such as that of Mr. Ted Darcy, questioned the
appropriateness of publishing the Sanders article, while others, from faculty members,
criticize the positions taken in the article. In order to further clarify this highly controversial
issue of pornography and to offer a forum for diverse opinions on this subject, we have
published the letters of Mr. Darcy, along with a response from Dr. Gerard Indelicato, the
President of Bridgewater State College, and the views of two faculty members, Professors
Betty Mandell and Edward James. At the conclusion of this section, Professor Sanders has
been given an opportunity to respond.
The Editors
Boos and Hisses for Pornography:
Three Cheers for. Erotica
To the Editor:
Steven Sanders and I are miles apart
on how we view pornography, but we
do agree on one thing -- censorship is
dangerous to a free society. Censorship
puts unrestrained power in the hands
of civil servants. It is based on the
delusion that the public is incapable of
forming its own judgments about even
the simplest things, while officials can
Dear Mr. Darcy,
Your letter regarding the article by
Professor Steven Sanders in the April,
1986, issue of the Bridgewater Review
has just reached me. I want to thank
you for taking the time to write to me
to share your concern. You obviously
read the article carefully and reflected
thoughtfully upon its contents.
The Bridgewater Review is, as you
know, a magazine edited by the faculty
of the College. The articles which ap-
pear in the magazine cover a wide range
of topics, and I am extremely proud of
the quality of the writing and the
continuing commitment of the editors
to provide diverse ideas for readers to
consider. With regard to the publica-
tion of this particular article, I believe
the president can take only one posi-
tion, and that is to support and encour-
age any forum where timely issues are
examined and debated. Whether I
agree or disagree with Professor
Sanders' conclusions is irrelevant.
What is critical is that I uphold the
principles which permit the free ex-
change of ideas. The Bridgewater Review
has proven to be a remarkably effective
vehicle for this purpose.
I am very appreciative that you, as
the parent of a Bridgewater student,
contacted me to express your opinion.
I hope we will have an oportunity to





As a parent of a student I was
appalled by the enclosed article appear-
ing in the April 1986, (Volume 4, No.
1) issue of the Bridgewater Review writ-
ten by Professor Steven Sanders.
Copies are being sent to appropriate
personnel throughout the country and
the media.
Professor Steven Sanders occupies a
position as Professor of Philosophy
with special focus on "critical think-
ing" at Bridgewater State College. His
recent article, "Two Cheers for Pornog-
raphy" does nothing to confirm him as
a philosopher competent in the presen-
tation ofreasoned certitudes. Nor does
it verify his competence as a critical
thinker.
Pornography is an issue that calls for
clarity and common sense. It does not
need the meanderings ofacademic con-
fusion manifested in his article.
Considering here only the conclu-
sions of his confusion in the last
paragraph.
(a) He repeats the tired cliche of cen-
sorship as the demon lurking be-
hind all attempts to promote mini-
mal public decency in our society. A
philosopher of accurate expression
should know that in this context
censorship is merely an epithet of
the unthinking to condemn the ef-
forts of citizens rightly outraged by
obscenity. What is really at stake is a
public decency carefully defined
and limited in the laws of American
society.
(b) He finds "benefits" in the inunda-
tion of our society by commercial
sleeze, simply because some people
are entertained by it and find in it
personal erotic stimulation. This is
to elevate the gutter to the dignity of
an honorable highway to personal
freedom.
(c) He concludes that the fight against
such degradation is "cavalier and
indefensible." His position mocks
common sense and spurns the ad-
vancing evidence of pornographic
effects in promiscuity, perversion,
rape, incest, child abuse, and more.
What is really indefensible is Pro-




do the impossible. Whether or not we
like pornography, censoring it would
reduce the power of people to form
their own judgments about it and
would enhance the unrestrained power
of the repressive state. It would also
not reduce people's need for pornog-
raphy. One should try to cure sickness,
not ban its symptoms.
Sanders gives the impression that the
major proponents ofcensoring pornog-
raphy are feminists, and that all femi-
nists favor censorship. In fact, the
religious right is the most powerful
force fighting for censorship and its
members have brought about some
serious set-backs to our constitutional
right to freedom of speech in the past
few years. A significant portion of
feminists oppose censoring pornogra-
phy, while they deplore the commodi-
fication ofsex, the violence, the stereo-
typing of sex roles, and -- frequently--
the racism that pornography contains,
and the fact that so many people need
pornography in order to stimulate sex-
ual desire.
Now let us turn our attention to the
message of pornography. Sanders does
not deal with this very much, except to
recognize that some pornography in-
cludes bestiality, the use and abuse of
children, and violence against both
men and women, but especially wom-
en. Sanders does not defend those
kinds of pornography, but he implies
that this is only a small part of pornog-
raphy, and that most pornography is
just good clean fun, or at least that it's
not hurting anyone and that feminists
are wrong to make such a fuss about it.
Having given us a benign definition of
pornography as nudity and/or sexual
activity designed to arouse and enter-
tain its audience, Sanders does not
analyze the pornography itself. It seems
a serious omission to avoid looking
closely at what is actually being ped-
dled to the public when one discusses
pornography. Sanders considers por-
nography a "profoundly normative
experience, causing us to consider what
it means to be human." He goes on to
talk enthusiastically about the buoy-
ancy in the practices depicted in por-
nography which stimulate the imagina-
tion and provoke moral and esthetic
consciousness, open up new erotic
possibilities, and challenge us "to re-
flect upon our ideas ofbeauty, normal-
ity, and sexuality." Wow! Sounds like
Renoir painting, doesn't it? Yet a look
at soft porn magazines such as Playboy,
Penthouse, and Hustler yields monoto-
nous regularity in naked women in
various poses (mostly reclining with
legs spread wide) and clothed men --
women generally passive; men general-
ly dominant. Women are shown as a
collection of orifices waiting to be
penetrated. As Kaja Silverman says in
her critical essay on the pornographic
novel Histoire d'O:
o is above all an exterior with
various recesses or depressions
... a body with organs (mouth,
vagina, anus). These organs or
orifices are not so much portals
into the world as entry-points
through which multiple penetra-
tions occur. They have no lin-
guistic or generative function,
and movement in relation to
them is always from without.
The stories in soft porn magazines
present a sexuality which follows a
monotonously regular format between
cardboard characters with stereotyped
relationships and little inventiveness or
spontaneity. They are profoundly bor-
ing. It's laughable to think that these
male adolescent masturbatory fanta-
sies would challenge anyone to reflect
upon beauty, normality, or sexuality,
except in the crudest manner, or cause
anyone to consider what it means to be
human. People are more easily con-
trolled when they lose their spontane-
ity and independence and act like pre-
dictable robots. The mechanization
and depersonalization of pornography
contributes to the lack of spontaneity
which is so pervasive among people
today. Andre Gorz criticizes pornog-
raphy because it keeps people from
satisfying their needs in a spontaneous
and independent way. In a society such
as ours which suffers so greatly from a
lack of love and genuine caring about
each other, pornography contributes
further to treating people as objects. D.
H. Lawrence says that pornography "is
the attempt to insult sex, to do dirt on
it." Pornographic post cards, he said,
are "of an ugliness to make you cry.
The insult to the human body, the
insult to a vital human relationship!
Ugly and cheap they make the human
nudity, ugly and degraded they make
the sexual act, trivial and cheap and
nasty."
The soft porn magazines have re-
moved most of the violence from their
pages in response to the anti-porn
campaign ofthe Attorney General, but
their sales are going down (Playboy
dropped from 7.2 million readers in
1972 to 3.4 million now), and sales
and rentals of hard-core videos are
increasing (from $220 million worth
of sales in 1983 to $450 million by
August 1986). Hard-core porn has
more violence than soft-core.
Rape, bondage, mutilation, and
murder appear in pornographic
films, literature, peep shows, and
even X-rated" video games. Of
twenty-six porn films viewed
over a three-month period by
Women Against Violence in Por-
nography and Media in San Fran-
cisco, twenty-one depicted rape
scenes, sixteen portrayed bond-
age and torture, two contained
child molestation, and two fea-
tured the killing of women for
sexual stimulation.
Sanders mistakenly claims that there
is no proof of a connection between
viewing violence and acting it out,
evidently relying for his facts on the
1970 Presidential Commission on Ob-
scenity and Pornography. In fact, in
May' 1982 the National Institute of
Mental Health issued a review of over
2,500 studies conducted in the last 10
years that dealt with the relationship
between TV violence and aggressive-
violent behavior. The review commit-
tee unanimously concluded that there
is "overwhelming" scientific evidence
for a causal relationship between tele-
vision violence and later aggressive
behavior. In relation to violent pornog-
raphy, several studies have shown that
men act more violently toward women
after viewing violent pornography.
One of the most serious flaws in
Sanders' argument, it seems to me, is
his refusal to recognize a distinction
between pornography and erotica.
While it is not possible to draw a
completely sharp and unambiguous
line between the two, there is, never-
theless, a difference. Erotica is about
relationships ofequals; pornography is
about power, a power imbalance with
sexual overtones.
Interestingly, the word 'pornog-
raphy' has a common derivation
with 'prostitute,' meaning 'fe-
male captive' and is closely asso-
ciated with monetary transac-
tions. 'Erotica,' on the other
hand, is about arousal of pexual
desire, pleasure, or love, by sen-
suous or voluptuous depiction.
The word is derived from eros,
meaning sexual love.
Pornography defines what women
are supposed to enjoy according to
what men want to do to women. What
men want is not necessarily what wom-
en want. There is a current popular
song that expresses sentiment which
runs counter to the hard-driving domi-
nating practices that are the stock in
trade of pornography
I want a man with slow hands.
I want a man with an easy touch.
I want a man who will take his time;
Not come and go in a big rush.
(M. Clark & ]. Bettis, composers.
Pointer Sisters, Planet Records)
As long as people need pornogra-
phy, it will be around. It will disappear
only when the need for it disappears.
Therefore, the most important ques-
tion is, "Why do people need it?" One
could dismiss the question lightly by
pointing to the billions of dollars that
producers are making from the com-
modification of sex, but that is only
part ofthe answer. True, commerciali-
zation ofsex creates needs which would
not otherwise exist. It makes people
who are sexually insecure look in one
direction rather than another for satis-
faction, and those who are particularly
vulnerable to this are young men and
teenagers who get their first introduc-
tion to sex through pornography. In
that sense, pornography could be de-
scribed as normative, in that it is used
as a norm by men to instruct them in
sexual practices. Studies of sex of-
fenders have shown that sexual prac-
tices and beliefs which are imprinted in
the unconscious at an early, impres-
sionable, age are harder to change in
later life than are most other kinds of
beliefs.
Yet, whether or not the need is
artifically created, the question still
remains -- why are people buying it? I
think the answer to the question was
suggested by Wilhelm Reich, who
pointed out the vastness of people's
sexual misery. The majority of people
are incapable ofachieving full orgasmic
pleasure through gentle, sensuous,
prolonged, mutually responsive love
making. This leads to "orgasm anx-
iety" which propels people into
anxious, mechanistic, depersonalized
sex in which the man tries to prove his




the woman, and the woman is unable
to establish her own rhythm or dis-
cover what gives her pleasure because
she has been so conditioned to pas-
sivity and pleasing the man. The world
is in deep sexual trouble, and pornog-
raphy is one symptom of the sickness.
Betty Reid Mandell
Professor of Social Work
iIf.
To the Editor:
Steven Sanders' article, "Two Cheers
for Pornography," Bridgewater Review
(vol. 4 [1986], pp. 13-16) deserves a
good deal of credit for academic cour-
age as well as philosophic insight. But
the insight, alas, has been bought by the
heavy price of philosophic myopia.
Specifically, he has failed to see the
significance of social meaning in our
culture. Let me explain.
What I want to argue is that even the
so-called "soft porn" of Playboy and its
ilk are inherently violations of women.
But how can pictures be inherently
violations of women? Aren't pictures
"neutral," depending upon the ob-
server? By itself, a picture simply is. It
does not come with a tag saying what it
is. But nothing, including a picture,
ever stands alone. This is what Steven
has failed to see: a picture comes with a
context ofdiscourse, a way of linguisti-
cally responding to it. Thus, the concep-
tual message of a picture is the standard
response of interpretation one might
expect of it.
Take, for instance, the standard
interpretation an observer could be
expected to give of Renoir's study
known as "Nude in the sunlight." We
might say of this something like the
following:
The composition itself is daring;
the figure is slightly off-centre,
and the background, which sug-
gests violently lit plants, is in
places barely covered and com-
pletely abstract ... The light dis-
solves the blurred lines of the
face and brings out the dehuman-
ization of the model, who is in a
sense treated simply as an object.
The painting is, however, full of
Renoir's characteristically joy-
ous and spontaneous sensuality.
[Renoir (Arts Council of Great
Britain, 1985), p. 208]
This is not a work that would appear
to aid the case against Playboy, not
when it speaks of the "dehumanization
of the model." But what I want to do is
compare this sort of "dehumaniza-
tion" with the kind of dehumanization
of the model we find in Playboy.
In Renoir's Study we clearly see the
dominance of the male, for it is the
male who is the artist, the one who
looks, and the model the female, the
one who is looked at. And this study in
particular gets at that relation insofar as
it, brilliantly, by means of various
impressionist techniques which serve
to departicularize the model, makes the
model into any woman. "We," males,
are reminded of how we often look at a
female, as a piece of flesh, where her
personality does not count -- only her
sensuality, only her figure, only her
"looks." All this can be found, striking-
ly, in Renoir's Study. And yet it is still a
work of art, not a work of pornog-
raphy. But why?
The answer is, that after the given of
the dominance of the male as artist
over the female as model is observed,
then one carries language elsewhere.
This dominance, while present, is not
the last work, not the primary work.
Rather, in the first place, there is a great
deal of emphasis placed on how the
work was achieved. The artist's milieu,
technique, and creativity all are of
fundamental concern. Being aware of
them constitutes in large part how we
relate to the work. And so we make
such remarks as, "The composition
itself is daring; the figure is slightly off-
centre, ... " In the second place, we are
concerned with the figure as a moment
in the Female Form, a moment in the
sense of another manifestation of an
inexhaustible source of beauty and
profundity. Hence, we do not stop
with comments on technique and the
like but go on to what gives the analysis
of technique its justification, namely, a
further discussion of how this portray-
al succeeds or does not succeed as a
portrayal of the Female Form. Thus,
we make such remarks as, "The paint-
ing is, however, full ofRenoir's charac-
teristically joyous and spontaneous sen-
suality." In sum, in looking at such a
work, we expect, out of ourselves and
out ofothers, a whole range of sensitive
and nuanced responses. What makes
Renoir's study a work of art, then, is
not that it lacks male domination, or is
impossible to view strictly from a sexist
perspective -- as we regard the model as
a "piece" -- but that it calls for us to
transcend such perspectives, and even
more, shows us how.
Now none of this is the case for a
Playboy nude. In fact, it is precisely the
opposite. The entire point of a Playboy
nude is to allow us, and to encourage
us, to stay within the framework of
male domination. The language that we
use to interpret a Playboy nude is strict-
ly language of male domination and
female passivity. Thus we speak of the
model as a "bunny," a "plaything,"
and we know that she will be replaced
next month by a new "piece." Even the
seeming attempt of Playboy to human-
ize the model by interviewing her and
showing her as having ambitions and
ideals and the like only conspires to
contribute to the overriding idea that
this sort of person too, the girl next
door or the successful woman, is one
whoIs primarily there to be undressed,
or, if you will, laid bare.
Hence, when Steven Sanders tells us
that a pornographic work "involves
explicit representations of nudity
and/or sexual activity, and contains
elements of fantasy and exaggeration"
(p. 15), he is telling the truth while
missing the point. For the point is how
our fantasy and exaggeration are di-
rected. And in the case of the Playboy
nude our fantasy and exaggeration are
directed along exclusively one-dimen-
sionallines -- those of male domination
and power. To remark on the occasion-
al letter that Playboy may receive,
commenting on the intelligence of the
model or the art of the photographer, is
thus to miss the point. For the point is
that meaning cannot be divorced from
the social milieu, and that the social
milieu in which such trash as Playboy
exists primarily serves to direct us to
respond to it in a way that cannot help
but be demeaning to women. Such
excremental presentations of women
ask us to treat them as mere things
--kikes, wops, honkies, spics -- in
short, pieces. Thus it is that violence, in
the sense of the systematic, Le., concep-
tual, degradation of women, is part and





Since its appearance in Bridgewater
Review, my essay has sparked an un-
usual amount of comment and contro-
versy. Because people so often associ-
ate pornography with exploitation and
filth, even a qualified defense of it must
have appeared preposterous, if not
perverse. I thank the editors for giving
me this opportunity to reply to criti-
cisms. I am also grateful to President
Indelicato for his firm commitment to
the principles of free inquiry and
expression.
I wish Mr. Ted Darcy had not felt the
need to denounce me so vehemently.
Nevertheless, I'm grateful for the wider
distribution of my essay he speaks of
having undertaken ("Copies are being
sent ... "). I cannot respond to his argu-
ments, as he gives none. However, his
letter reflects concerns which others
have expressed in less emotional terms,
and I hope to deal with these concerns
in what follows.
I welcome the criticisms of Edward
James and Betty Mandell, although I
remain unconvinced. In philosophy,
the charge that someone has "failed to
see" something or has "missed the
point" is almost always a disguised way
of saying "He doesn't agree with me."
In the present case, Professors James
and Mandell are clear about the nature,
intent, and effects of pornography and
criticize me for my failure to see what
they see so clearly. I can find little
justification in their letters for such
clarity. Both express antipathy for
pornography, even the "soft-core" vari-
ety of the Playboy nude. But when it
comes to actually describing the materi-
als they find so offensive, one begins to
suspect a rather remote acquaintance.
(This suspicion is reinforced when we
ask on what grounds James speaks so
confidently of "The language we use to
interpret a Playboy nude," as if there
were consensus on this matter.) Al-
though they exaggerate, they both cor-
rectly identify a tendency in pornogra-
phy to portray women along one-
dimensional lines. So what? If this is a
bad thing, it needs to be explained why
the one-dimensional treatment of
women in Playboy is bad, while the one-
dimensional treatment of women in
Sports Illustrated -- where a woman's
tennis ability, for example, is empha-
sized to the neglect of her other talents
-- is not bad. Of course, if one thinks
that sex and nudity per se are bad, this
might explain why one would think the
portrayal of women in Playboy is bad
while their portrayal in Sports Illustrated
is not. But it is far from obvious that
sex and nudity are bad. This is some-
thing about which reasonable people
have strikingly different attitudes, a
fact curiously ignored in James' and
Mandell's accounts. A similar point
applies to the "conceptual message" of
the Playboy nude which James professes
to decode. Reasonable people can dis-
agree about the content of a Playboy
pictorial, some maintaining that it
conveys a message ofviolence or deper-
sonalization, others that it expresses
and caters to conventional (and harm-
less) male fantasies of beauty and
romance.
Empirical evidence for my claims
that pornography has benefits, that it
provokes the imagination and stimu-
lates us to reflect on our ideas of
beauty, normality, and sexuality, is
available to anyone for the price of a
magazine or video cassette. But James
and Mandell have blocked this route --
James, by declaring that anyone who
cannot see that the entire point of a
Playboy nude is to direct our fantasy
along the lines of male domination and
power is suffering from "philosophic
myopia," Mandell, by similarly poison-
ing the well in diagnosing the need for
pornography in terms of sickness and
sexual misery. Both appeal to linguistic
intuitions or other self-evidence to
support these claims: both implicitly
deny that reasonable people can come
to other conclusions about the content
of pornography. Those who disagree
have simply "failed to see" what
others, perhaps on a more exalted
moral plane, have descried (James), or
their views are "laughable," impossible
to take seriously (Mandell). In short, it
is disappointing to read James' and
Mandell's foregone conclusion that
pornography cannot provide benefits
and that the reasons people give for
seeking it conceal their "true" motives
or the "real" social context in which
pornography is consumed.
What disturbs many people about
pornography is the belief that it causes
violence. Professor Mandell
cites a study which found that there is
"overwhelming scientific evidence"
for a causal relation between TV vio-
lence and "aggressive-violent" behav-
ior. She also states that "in relation to
violent pornography, several studies
have shown that men (many? most?
almost all?) act more violently toward
women after viewing violent pornogra-
phy." I assume that this is the best
evidence Professor Mandell has, that if
she had stronger evidence against por-
nography, she would have presented it.
This is important because her case
against pornography goes wrong in just
about every wayan argument can go
wrong. So it is unlikely that a case
based on weaker evidence would fare
any better. I shall point out five crucial
flaws in her argument. First, the terms
"violence" and "aggressive-violent"
behavior are vague. They suggest a
range ofbehavior from insults to physi-
cal assault. But what we want to know
is whether TV violence leads people to
commit assaults, or whether, on the
other hand, the offending behavior is
something less alarming -- garden-
variety rudeness, for example. In the
study as she cites it, this matter is not
made clear. Second, the fact that some
violence against women was found to
have occurred after men viewed violent
pornography is not evidence that the
violence was caused by the pornogra-
phy. To argue that since violent behav-
ior came after viewing pornography, it
was caused by pornography is to com-
mit the fallacy of post hoc ergo propter
hoc. Third, violence against women is
attributed to "violent" pornography in
the study Mandell cites. Now, since the
only pornography I wish to defend is
the non-violent kind, my position is not
affected by the results of this study. (I
know what you're thinking: all pornog-
raphy is violent, right? But this isn't a
fact about pornography; it's a moral
proposal to use the term in a narrow
way, a proposal I criticized at length in
my essay.) Fourth, Mandell writes that
"several" studies found that men act
more violently after viewing violent
pornography. But the majority of stud-
ies of pornography make no such
finding. It would therefore be more
accurate to say that empirical research
has failed so far to substantiate claims
of a causal connection between pornog-
raphy and violence. Fifth, the evidence
that pornography causes violence is no
stronger than the evidence that soap
operas, advertising, and rock lyrics
cause violence. Pornography, then, is
no more to be condemned on this basis
than these other things are. And if they
cause violence, why single out pornog-
raphy for condemnation?
Good taste and decorum (as well as
the hot breath of the censor) prevent
5
6me from giving a detailed description
of good pornography. But judging
from my own experience, such materi-
als need not confirm one in the belief
that "all women look alike," that -- to
quote Professor Mandell -- "women
are shown as a collection of orifices
waiting to be penetrated." On the
contrary, only someone who already
believed that "all (nude) women look
alike" would find nothing but "monot-
onous regularity" in pornography.
Ironically, those who insist upon art or
"erotica" may be unwittingly revealing
their own ambivalence about the aes-
thetic resources of the human body. In
any event, Mandell endorses the idea
that the need for pornography springs
from sexual dissatisfaction and misery.
Here she ignores the capacity of people
to enjoy pornography and fulfilling sex
without giving up either. Many people
can assimilate a variety of experiences
into their sexual repertoire, and cou-
ples have been known to rave about the
sex they've had after viewing pornog-
raphy together. People who want to
enjoy pornography and consensual sex
are likely to be amused by the (sincere
but misplaced) concern Mandell has
for their sexual fulfillment.
Finally, two matters of more general
interest. Some readers were puzzled by
the title of my essay. It is of course an
allusion to E.M. Forster's essay, "Two
Cheers for Democracy." I agree with
one of my colleagues who said that a
more accurate title would have been
"Two Cheers for Some Pornography."
However, that title might have created
the impression that I meant to limit my
defense to "soft-core" pornography. I
did not.
I regret some of my criticisms ofAnn
Garry, whose essay "Pornography and
Respect for Women" is worth reading
for the contributions it makes to our
understanding of pornography. Garry
has a delicious sense of humor, some-
thing sadly lacking in many writers on
this topic. Shortly after completing my
essay, I met Garry in Los Angeles and I
asked her if she had had further
thoughts on the subject. She grimaced
in feigned discomfort and said, "I've




This frail form, regal even in death,
Has been betrayed by those she lived to save:
the words, the words, the slipping, sliding words,
have done her in.
Yet no surprise nor shock troubles her sleep,
for she has always known, but would not tell,
how unreliable the words could be:
evasive, self-deluding, double-edged,
ready to rip you open, cut you up,
not with satiric thrust, sarcastic bite,
but rather with the razor slice of Time
that strips us all.
She would have been the very last to say
"Never believe a word of what you hear!"
except to quell some gossip she deplored.
Her faith
was wide-eyed, innocent, rooted beyond belief
in the simple flower, the cast of light,
the glow of candle, soft and gentle sound
of music. Awed by all wonders: the Taj Mahal,
the tabby cat, the mountain's grandeur, and one autumn leaf
held reverently in her hand.
The rose blush deepened at her fond caress.
Each sound she uttered stood
like a quiet benediction. She knew the weight
of words as goldsmiths know their precious hoard.
But words were, after all, only the sounds
we give to things, and things were her domain;
naming them but a pastime.
She listened more and more, spoke less and less,
but what she said stood steady as the sun,
and as reliable.
She used the words to soothe, to seek,
yet scorned
hypocrisy wherever it appeared.
Her words were both benevolence and bane,
and no one ever failed to understand her.
She stripped away the posture of disdain,
of demagoguery and guile and subterfuge;
spoke out for those warmed by the sidewalk grates
of Harvard Square; wept for the weak,
the ill, the underfed,
but never for herself.
Her love for people was too great for words.
0, from your dearly loved but far too lofty
Andean peaks, look down and pity us,
betrayed by words that will not speak our hearts.
And teach the angels how the earth says, "Love."
Harold Ridlon
A highly respected and deeply loved English Professor
Emerita of Bridgewater State College, Virginia]oki died
in October I986. An avid traveler, she had visited every
place she wished to see except for the Andes. Harold
Ridlon is a Professor and former Chairperson of the
Department of English at Bridgewater.
